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PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
As this is the last newsletter for 2011, I would like to thank parents for the support that
they have shown to the school. There are many positive achievements that have
occurred throughout the year ranging across academic, sporting, artistic, cultural and
community spectrums. The students have indeed had a successful year.
The Award assemblies will be held on Friday 9 December, and they are events we
look forward to in celebrating the successes of the year and to showcase the talent
that we have at Forbes High School. You are all welcome to attend either the Year 10
Award assembly (10am) or the Full school assembly commencing at 11.30am.
The Year 12 Farewell Formal went extremely well and I was proud of student
behaviour and the maturity shown. It marked six years of schooling and it was a little
like watching your own children leave home. You are proud but sad and always they
are welcome back to say “hello”.
It is extremely important to assist the day to day running of the school that duty
students are available. All Year 7 and 8 students are rostered on no more than twice
a year and this is an important school service that we require of all of our Year 7 and
8 students. I thank parents in anticipation of their support for this.
The School Management Plan for 2012 – 2014 is now located on the school website.
Please find the time to have a look at it, as it outlines our priority areas for school
development over the coming years.
Forbes High School in 2012 will be pursuing an application for the priority schools
program. If this application is successful, it will provide the school with extra funding
and additional staffing to support some of the priorities outlined in the Management
Plan. The program is successfully funded to schools on the basis of surveys
completed by parents of year 7 to 10. These surveys need to be completed in a tight
deadline between, (5 – 9 March 2012) and I seek the support of all the families in
completing their surveys and returning them promptly during the survey week. Please
note we need 100% return rate and thank you in anticipation for your support with the
survey as it is vital to the sustainability of specific program at Forbes High School that
we are successful with this application.
I would like to remind all parents that the last day for school attendance is Friday 16
December 2011. Please be advised that it is your responsibility to send your children
to school.
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Calendar
December
9 – Yr 10 Assembly
9 – Major Assembly
16 – Last day of
school for 2011

January
27 – Staff return
30 – Yr 12, 11 & 7
31 – Yr 8, 9 & 10

At the commencement of 2012, please be advised that the first day of attendance for
students is:



Monday 30 January 2012 – Year 12, 11 and Year 7
Tuesday 31 January 2012 – Year 8, 9 and Year10

In closing I wish all families of Forbes High School a safe and festive Christmas break
and look forward to working with you in 2012.
DAVID HARRIS
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2012 SCHOOL ORGANISATION
From the commencement of the 2012 school year, Forbes High School will be changing the
structure of the curriculum which will impact on timetables, reporting periods and bell times. The
trimester model currently used will be replaced by a semesterised timetable model which will
mean students will only have timetable modifications at the end of term 2 and receive two
reports only (at the completion of each semester of work). This should improve efficiency with
regards teaching and learning. To accommodate this, bell times will be adjusted (refer to the
new bell times below). The main changes to note are:
1. DEAR will be reduced by 5 minutes per day
2. Starting time will be ten minutes later each morning (15 minutes later on Wednesdays). Note:
teaching time will not be effected by this.
3. Four lessons will now occur on Wednesdays instead of the three lessons that currently occur.
4. A scheduled assembly will occur every Friday during period 6.
5. All lessons will be of fifty minutes duration.

Bell Times
DEAR
1
2
Recess
3
4
Lunch 1
Lunch 2
5
6

MON/TUES/THURS
8:55-9:10
9:10-10:00
10:00-10:50
10:50-11:10
11:10-12:00
12:00-12:50
12:50-1:10
1:10-1:30
1:30-2:20
2:20-3:10

DEAR
1
2
Recess
3
4
Lunch 1
Lunch 2
Assembly
Sport

WEDNESDAY
9:00-9:10
9:10-10:00
10:00-10:50
10:50-11:10
11:10-12:00
12:00-12:50
12:50-1:10
1:10-1:25
1:25-1:30
1:30-3:00

DEAR
1
2
Recess
3
4
Lunch 1
Lunch 2
5
Assembly

FRIDAY
8:55-9:10
9:10-10:00
10:00-10:50
10:50-11:10
11:10-12:00
12:00-12:50
12:50-1:10
1:10-1:30
1:30-2:20
2:20-3:10

The bells help to regulate the running of the school. The school is running on a 6 period day
and bells will ring during the day to indicate period/recess times. On Wednesdays there are
lessons in the morning followed by an afternoon of sport. There are some special bells which tell
us other things:
3 bells tell us that an assembly will take place.
5 bells tell us that there is a good reason to evacuate the buildings. Obey all your
teacher‟s instructions, and move quietly with your teacher to the School Oval. Don't
wander off but stay as a Year group so a roll can be marked.
Lock Down is a continuous bell. You are to stay in your room and await instructions from
your teacher.
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SCHOOLS SPECTACULAR
Last week, on the 22nd of November, 12 students and 2 teachers from Forbes
High School travelled to Sydney for the „Schools Spectacular‟ concert. These
students were Taylah Hemming, Jessie Hodges, Camille Henderson, Darcie
Morrison, Samantha Haley, Chloe Caines, Carly Morrison, Natasha Goodall,
Jessica Pascoe, Eliza Woods, Molly Fuge and Nicole Morrison. The two lucky
teachers that accompanied the girls to Sydney were Miss Anna Townend and
Miss Danielle Forbes.
Schools Spectacular is a performance where students
come from all over NSW to dance, sing or play a musical
instrument. There were 4000 students involved in this
year‟s show. The act that we danced in was „The World is
Turning Right‟, it was about the coexistence of people and
the environment. The dance was learnt from YouTube links
and because there were 400 students performing in the act
we had an extra practice at the Anne Clark Netball Centre
in Lidcombe on the Wednesday to pull it all together. We
were also part of the Finale where we danced alongside all
the performers in the show including Jack Vidgen.

Overall there were 4 performances at the Sydney Entertainment Centre
and we thoroughly enjoyed every one. Whilst we were in Sydney we also
went to the cinemas and watched a movie but one of the best highlights of
the trip, besides dancing, was the shopping trip at Pitt Street Mall.
School Spectacular will be shown on television on Sunday the 18th of
December on ABC1 at 7:30pm, showing the highlights from the 3 hour
performance. But there will be a 2 and a half hour version on ABC2 on
Sunday the 31st of December at 7:00pm which is New Year‟s Eve.

Forbes High dancers Nicole Morrison
(front) and Jessica Hodges, Molly Fuge,
Natasha Groodall and Eliza Woods still
had energy to practise their poses as they
took a break in between the dynamic
dances that create sea of colour on the
huge Schools Spectacular stage with
hundreds of moving bodies firing the
imagination of the capacity audiences.
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Science/ Agriculture
It has been a busy year in Science culminating with the sitting of the ESSA exam for year 8. I am pleased
to say that the year 8 students undertook this task with diligence and with exemplary behaviour. Many
commented that they preferred the online style of the test to a standard pen and paper test. We do not
expect the results to be available until next year.
The year 7 Agriculture students have been harvesting their vegetables and have had a bumper crop. With
the care and attention that the squash and zucchinis have received it is little surprise they yielded an
amazing harvest. Possibly the most popular have been the carrots with few of these reaching home. Most
have been eaten as soon as they leave the ground! Hopefully the corn will be ready before the end of the
term. It‟s looking great.
To maintain engagement now that the School Certificate exams are over, Year 10 Science students have
been allocated into groups according to their subject selections for next year. They are now revising the
skills and knowledge from their junior years in Science that are relevant to the subjects they have chosen
for years 11 and 12.
Year 11 of course, have begun their HSC year. They are working on their first core topic and receiving
their first assessment tasks. A reminder that plagiarism will not be tolerated in any form for any task. All
preliminary texts should now have been returned in order that they may receive their HSC textbooks.
The Physics students recently participated in a video conference with Sydney University and enjoyed
having their current understanding of the universe blown by the awesomeness of special relativity.
It is with regret that we say goodbye to Mrs Hallett who heads back to Canada for Christmas with her
family and to recommence teaching there. She has become a friend to many on staff and her input to the
science staff and teaching of the students will be sorely missed. Mr Cartwright will return for the 2012
school year with, I don‟t doubt many Canadian stories.
The Science staff would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a great Christmas break and hope
that all students return energised for a busy 2012.

Community Access Visits
Every second Friday this term, students from FHS support Unit have been going into town
for community Access visits. The purpose of this activity is to help consolidate outcomes
from English, Maths and Individual Personal Development curriculums.
After recess we would walk down the street to the bus stop and catch the bus downtown.
Students would bring money to buy lunch or other items at shops such as Go-lo, the
bakery, Bundaberg Music Shop, Target, Woolworths and Discount Dave‟s. Students
could complete tasks relating to other areas of schooling; for example, for Work Education
the Stage 5 students had to find and photograph a suitable outfit to wear to a job
interview. They could also carry out personal errands such as depositing money at the
bank or buying items needed at home.
When it was time to head back to school, we went to the pool park and waited to be
picked up in the school bus. A big thank you to Miss Forbes who drove us back to school
each visit!
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Captain’s Corner
School captains, Cooper, Taylah, Jordan and Jessie have been underway in fulfilling their duties as the leaders of
Forbes High 2012.
The trimester 2 assembly was the first formal assembly the captains have been involved in, their role was to
introduce presenters and to make sure the assembly ran smoothly. In preparation for these formal assemblies the
captains are practicing their skills at the Tuesday morning assemblies where they also introduce and inform
students of up and coming events.
Outside of school, the captains represented FHS at the Remembrance Day ceremony held down at Victoria Park.
They had a very important role of reading the names of veterans. A meeting was held in the Council chambers on
th
the 15 November concerning the youth of Forbes and what they would like to see happen within their town, the
th
captains made an appearance and shared their beliefs and concerns. Carols by Candlelight is held on the 4 of
December this year and FHS have been asked to speak, Taylah will be heading down Sunday afternoon to speak
on behalf of Forbes High School.
Movember is a common event held here at FHS and year 11 must take control and organise the fundraising and
games held against the teachers, the 4 students had a fairly big task with the organisation and the running of the
event. The week of fundraising and games were considered successful as the school had raised over $1000 for
men‟s health and were able to experience Mr Harris save his mo.
The Captains are looking forward to what is to come with their duties during 2012.

P&C News
As this is the last newsletter for the year I am writing my last P&C News. I will be stepping down from the role of
President next year as I no longer have any children attending the school. It has been 4 years since I took on this
role and I have enjoyed my time as President.
In the past 4 years we have been able to support the students at Forbes High School by providing funds for such
things as the gym in the hall, textbooks for different faculties in the school, up to date science equipment, new
curtains for the hall and improvements for the canteen among many other things. As a P&C we have spent around
$25000 this year improving the school environment for our students.
The Canteen is a vital part of our fundraising efforts as the profit from this goes directly back into the school to
support the community. Without this we would not be able to enhance the education experience provided to Forbes
High School.
If the roles of P&C executive are not filled next year we may not have one. I believe that the roles should be filled by
someone who has children attending the school and hence this is why I am stepping down from my position.
The P&C is a vital part of the school community and is a great way to support your children as they continue their
study at Forbes High School.
I wholeheartedly encourage you to become involved with the P&C as it is a great way to be aware of the
happenings within the school while supporting the students with their studies.
The first meeting for 2012 will be held February 14 2012, 7pm at the Services Club.
Lastly thank you to those faithful members that attend our monthly meetings.
Janelle Berger
President

Farewell
As my year in Australia comes to an end I would like to send out a big thank you to
everyone for making my exchange year so wonderful. Thank you especially to the Science
staff for their patience and support during the year. I have learned so much about
Australian education and culture and am looking forward to sharing this knowledge with
people when I return to Canada.
Andrea Hallett
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Nic Tomlinson – Year 8 Enduro
Motorbike Racing

Year 12 University offers

Nic had a very successful season in Enduro
Racing by winning the Australian Off Road
Championships in the J3 class (13-14years).
Nic accumulated 212 points to win his class
with racing 12 rounds in NSW, QLD, SA and
rd
Victoria. Nic was the 3 highest point scorer
rd
out of 140 juniors to come 3 outright.
This year Nic has also won the NSW Sprint
Series, NSW Enduro Series, NSW Cross
Country Series, SA King of the Enduro Cross
nd
and 2 in the Hattah Dessert Race.
Nic was lucky enough this year to be
sponsored by Provider KTM and to be on
their team. Gunn‟s Mensland of Forbes is
Nic‟s local sponsor who provided team shirts
and jackets.
Nic would like to thank Forbes High School
for all their support this year, which has
st
allowed him to come 1st in Australia and 1 in
NSW this year.
As a result, Nic is the 2011 Forbes Junior
Sports Person of the Year.

The past week has seen students in Year 12 receive notification
of offers of enrolment from Charles Sturt University, the
University of New England and Southern Cross University.
Forbes High is very happy to see a 100% strike rate for students
receiving offers.
Students have received these offers well before the release of
their ATARs (Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank) as a result of
an application process where students submit their application to
the Principal of Forbes High. The Universities then consider each
applicant on the potential for success at university based on the
student‟s performance throughout their senior years. Universities
readily acknowledge that the ATAR is not necessarily the best or
the sole indicator for success at university and that programs
such as these, produce students who have demonstrated their
capabilities and will go on to achieve success at Tertiary level.
As a result all the students who applied through these schemes
have received an offer (in some cases multiple offers) of
enrolment into their chosen courses of study. This is an
enormous result for the students with guaranteed offers of
enrolment well before the release of ATARs. This has taken a lot
of the worry out of the waiting period before HSC results are
available in mid December – it also means students and their
families can get on with organising accommodation and other
important matters involved with moving away to study.
It is very gratifying to the school to see these students rewarded
for their work and further shows that students at Forbes High
School achieve the goals that they set for themselves.

Stage 4 Bournda excursion
Congratulations to our children on the Stage 4 excursion to Bournda. For many years it was a tradition of Forbes
High School for the students to excursion to Bournda in Year 7 and again in Year 11. This was the highlight for
many FHS students and their time at Forbes High. Several weeks ago FHS again ventured to Bournda, this time
the Principal at Bournda Environmental Education Centre is a former FHS Science Head Teacher. This is his email
congratulating our students on their behaviour. A nice thing to share with everyone.

Hi David
We bid farewell to Forbes yesterday afternoon (they are now at Tathra) and I just wanted to pass on a quick
comment about how impressed we were with staff and students during their stay.
I wasn’t sure how the students and staff would react to the overnight travel and then straight into a pretty
rigorous day of activities but I have to say they handled it very well indeed. I worked with students on both days
and found them to be courteous and enthusiastic; a pleasure to work with. The staff worked well as a team which
is essential for the program we offer. We can keep the program costs down when staff run some of the activities
and they did that in fine style.
I also had the additional pleasure of having a few students come up and to
say that their Mum or Dad said hello – makes you feel you’ve been
around for a while but its doubly satisfying when those parents had the
opportunity to visit Bournda years ago and can now share their
recollections with their kids.
So in summary – “Well done Forbes High”
Cheers
Doug Reckord
Principal
Bournda Environmental Education Centre
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Stage 4 Excursion……Bournda / Tathra
This was for some a huge adventure into the unknown and for others a return to the place of family stories often told.
You see Bournda National Park affectionately known as just Bournda has been for many of the Forbes families, part
of their educational fabric in times past. Since 1984 when the park was first established, the school took a regular
pilgrimage to Bournda to expand the student‟s horizons and give them a true adventure. In 1999 this idea was
changed and other venues were explored. After a 12 year break…we were back and in force….. 9 staff and
supporting person Mr Hill and 74 students, a mix of yr 7 & 8 boys and girls. Bournda welcomed us with open arms.
Many of the students who came on the excursion were the children of the original campers, or had Aunts, Uncles or
neighbours who had been.
The weather was kind to us throughout the excursion with rain falling only when we were either indoors or asleep.
Apart from one sprained ankle and an oyster cut everyone returned home intact and full of memories.
The fishing groups caught fish and there are photos to prove it. Both Mr Hill and Mr Little had grins from ear to ear.
Oliver Carlisle‟s fish was almost bigger than him.
The raft building was a huge success with the year 8 boys winning a bag of BBQ chips by getting all 15 students on
their raft before it sank in spectacular fashion.
Christopher Budge gets the dare devil award for taking the most acrobatic flip over the handle bars of his bike. He
then recovered and under the tutelage of Sam Clarke and Jordan Brett he braved the waters of Tathra beach and
learnt to blitz it down the face of waves with his boogie board… unstoppable. Raine Piercy gave Isaac Petropoulos a
run for his money in the Beach games…..it was a near thing and the boys would never have heard the end of it had
Raine won.
Another memorable moment was the following day when a putrid smell was discovered emanating from two certain
tents ….it was discovered that these tents had suffered a covert possum attack in the middle of the night….one
wonders what they were after boys when lollies were BANNED!!!!!??????
The Yr 8 girls were voted best groomed and the Yr 7 boys the worst. A couple of Year 8 girls
had three showers a day while a couple of Yr7 boys were dragged screaming to their first in 3
days. Jacob Beard tried to outstare a possum in the spotlight game and the possum
apparently won with Beardy running away screaming even more than Mr Little.
Jack Rix and Josh Staines proved their abilities by handling a BBQ for over 80 people after
being awake nonstop for over 35 hours. Perhaps this lack of sleep may have contributed to
Jack‟s decision to thread himself through a small inner tube (pictured below), which
incidentally he had a lot of trouble getting out of, without losing his dignity.
While we are on the topic of Jack Rix, the impromptu talent quest discovered that Jack has the X factor…… he can
really sing! Well done Jack. We also discovered that Mr Hogan can‟t or won‟t sing and that Sarah Duncan apart from
loving carrots has some really lovely ballet moves and during her performance she also manage to test the stability of
the railing on several occasions. Incredibly we found the hidden talent of Oliver Carlisle…he must have been
moonlighting as a robot…OOOh and oh yes that several of the year 7 & 8 girls can do the splits…ouch….please
don‟t ever again we are still all wincing!
Nathan Molloy was voted the student most likely to move an entire cabin out on mass, in a hurry. Ask Nathan for the
details on how he managed it. Also that Ethan Byrne turns bright red when Happy Birthday is sung to him over and
over and over. We learnt that Mr Little while being a fantastic judge of the talent show and a stalwart fisherman, he
also proved to be our saviour when McDonalds let us down and would only take a bulk payment at 3.15 am.
Mr Hogan and Ms Hallet, Ms Allgood and Ms Kelly proved to be the super fit staff who were more than able to keep
up with the students and Ms Henry and Mr Allen (Prac Teachers) also were hot on their heels too.
Ms Stibbard was great on the serving spoon and she also turned into a very comfortable pillow on the bus at one
stage too. Mr Hogan managed the coordination of table groups and first aid while Mrs Hill proved that she was the
most bounce able teacher, after biting the dust on day one over a tree root, she still managed to spot light patrol into
the wee hours of the night, bouncing all that ventured forth. Only the two possums eluded her spotlight, the students
were wiser and decided not to try it. 
Well that‟s it for this year‟s camp round up. We in Yr7 now will be off to the
Central Coast in Yr8 in 2012…..at The Great Aussie Bush Camp in term
4….so start preparing for that adventure too. Year 8 we will not share a
camp with you lot again until 2013. It was a great privilege and we will try to
get the Ski thing organised for that one perhaps.
It has been a fun year …All please stay safe, you now know you need to
avoid blue bottles, bees, ticks and oyster shells, logs, tree roots, possums
and to have a 4 minute shower every day…….I wish you a very Merry
Christmas and thank you for all being so wonderful!…Mrs Hill Year 7
Advisor.
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COWRA YOUTH ART AWARDS 2011
th

On Saturday 26 November the Cowra Mayor, Cr. Bill West, opened the 2011 Cowra regional Student Youth Art
th
Exhibition and Awards. This is the 8 Annual Youth Art exhibition hosted by the Cowra Regional Art Gallery which
features youth Art from participating High Schools in the Central West region. At this year‟s award 15 schools
participated both from the private and public sectors. The exhibition showcases the works of students from yrs 10, 11
and 12. Exhibition categories include:- painting, photography, drawing, mixed media and 3D artworks.
Forbes High School has successfully participated in this exhibition and this year was no exception with 38 entries
being submitted. The Director of the Gallery, Mr Brian Langer was overwhelmed with this year‟s response and
apologised to the students for not having the space to hang all the works submitted. On the afternoon of the opening
in his speech he praised the courage of the students for putting their work „out there‟ in the public arena and
commented on how pleased it made him and the friends of the gallery to see the exhibition growing in popularity as
each year passed.
While the main emphasis of this exhibition is for all the participating students to feel proud of their achievements, it is
also very heartening when some students receive special acclaim. The Judge for this year‟s awards was Joanna
Logue (winner of the 2006 Country Energy Landscape Prize) and she said she was amazed at the intellectual depth of
the entries this year. Two Forbes High students took out first place in two of the major categories. Zac Griffiths with his
Photographic work „Relentless Peace‟ and Jack Janetzki with his Drawing series OCD (which is an acronym for
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder). It must have been a very difficult decision to arrive at winners as all the works were
just so amazing each in their own way.
Ms Logue commented that Zac‟s work was a deeply spiritual piece which screamed of loss and the coming to terms
with it. She said he must have really felt this to have known how to express it in such a way and that his work moved
her deeply.
Of Jack‟s OCD drawings she admired the intricate drawing skill and eternity of patience that it must have taken to
achieve such pleasing compositional works. When she read the title, it all made sense.
Both these students and the other outstanding Yr 12, 11 and 10 participating FHS students, Mrs Hill and Ms
McGeechan must be congratulated for their efforts in helping to give the region another wonderful show to finish off
2011.

Title: ‘OCD’
1st Place …. Drawing
One of the drawings by Yr 12 student

Jack Janetzki

Olivia Inwood of Yr 10 &
her family attended the
exhibition to see Olivia’s
work (pictured right rear)
hanging proudly in the
Regional Gallery

Title: ‘RELENTLESS LOSS’
1st Prize: photography
Photographic work by Yr 12 student

Zac Griffiths

Notice – Change of Assessment date.
HSC Business Studies
Assessment task 1 (in class test) which was to be held week 9, term 4 2011 has been put back to week 3, term 1 2012.
Mr R Brown
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Community Notices
Fishing Rewards – Clean up our Lake
To get a FREE McDonald‟s Cheese Burger, Go to the Council Office, Collect a PINK flag
Your first flag you get a FREE burger, Your fourth flag you get another FREE burger. All you need to do is
stand the PINK flag with the fish you catch. Then the Council Staff can find the dead fish and remove them.
Doing this helps us all and makes our Lake Environmentally friendly. This is a Tidy Town and McDonald‟s
Initiative.

Carols by Candlelight
Carols by candlelight will be held in Forbes on Sunday December 4 in Victoria Park. The Pre Carols
Concert will start at 7pm with the Carols By Candlelight Concert to start at 8pm. The Forbes Town Band
has been extremely busy organising the night and rehearsing the music for the carols. The Combined
Primary Schools Choir will be back performing, joined by a talented line up of guest performers. Glow
candles will be on sale and anyone wanting to hold a traditional candle will need to bring their own.
Everyone is invited to come along, enjoy the BBQ operating on the night and relax, for an evening of
entertainment. In the case of inclement weather, the concerts will be transferred to the Forbes Town Hall,
same time as above, 7pm and 9pm Sunday December 4.
Candles By candlelight in Forbes is presented by the Forbes Town Band and Mitchell Conservation
Lachlan.

Rotary Ipomoea Market
The next market will be held Sunday 4 December at Francis Forbes Park on Lake Forbes, next to the old
Scout Hall. The market is open from 8am to 12.00pm. This is a great opportunity to shop for
Christmas.
There will be a variety of new season fruit and vegetables from our local growers as well as delicious home
cooked sweets, jams, pickles and chutney. There will also be local honey, olives and lavender products.
Local handicrafts will include jewellery, babies and children‟s wear and variety of other handmade items.
The Rotary Club‟s barbecue offers egg and bacon rolls for breakfast and freshly ground coffee will also be
available.
Entry to the market is a gold coin donation. The market entrance is on Camp Street. Don‟t forget to fill in a
lucky door prize entry form. Raffle tickets for the Christmas raffle will be on sale. Great prize;
something for every member of the family.
Rotary Ipomoea Christmas Tree Festival
The Grand Opening of the Festival will be Friday the 9th of December 2011 at the Forbes C.W.A hall at
7pm. The exhibition of trees will be open to the public on the Friday night and all day Saturday 10th
December. 9am to 5pm. For more information PH Sue-anne Nixon 68515197 PH Helen Pitt 68514930
All monies raised from your $5 tree entry and entry to the festival by the public will support local Rotary
projects.
Forbes Youth Week Banner Competition
Design a Banner to be displayed during Youth Week 2012. The competition opens on the 24th October
2011 and closes at 5pm (EDST) 8th December 2011. To enter, the entrant must submit an entry by
emailing a copy of the work to alisonal@forbes.nsw.gov.au or dropping in/posting a copy to Alison
Aldridge-Nunn at Forbes Shire Council, and include their contact details, name/ school group and contact
telephone number. Design to include wording - Forbes Celebrates Youth Week
Max: 4 colours, Enter as a group or individual (Young people 12yrs-18yrs). Full terms and conditions
available from: Schools/Forbes Shire Council/ www.forbes.nsw.gov.au
Film Screening
RIO (from the creators of ICE AGE) will be screened at the Forbes Youth and Community Centre on
Saturday 3rd December 2011. Cost: $2 per person, Time: Doors open at 7.15pm, movie starts at 8pm. BBQ
and refreshments available. Children under the age of 10 years must be accompanied by a responsible
adult. More info contact Natalie Walker at Forbes Shire Council 6850 2300
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